Staging project workflow - action #1351

Fix checkcore.pl not to delete innerring links

2014-01-28 18:33 - coolo

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: coolo
Category:
Target version: Staging sprint 1

Start date: 2014-01-28
Due date:
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description
checkcore.pl should be integrated into the osc plugins - but at the same time it needs to take inner ring links into account.
.:Build/update-alternatives links to :Core/dpkg, so we can't remove :Core/dpkg, even if nothing else needs it.
The same for :Core/gamin-devel -> :Core/gamin, gamin needs to stay

History

#1 - 2014-01-29 06:26 - coolo
it also needs to take care not to overwrite innerring links with links to factory

#2 - 2014-02-12 12:16 - coolo
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to coolo
- Target version set to Staging sprint 1

#3 - 2014-02-12 12:40 - coolo
it's staging cleanup_rings now :)

#4 - 2014-02-12 15:31 - coolo
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved